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WHY?
Common problems for students learning science:

1) Students often experience instruction as a series of unrelated and isolated 
lessons, one after another. They don’t understand how readings or new concepts 
fit in with bigger science ideas. 

2) Students don’t know why they are doing particular science activities—when 
asked they will say “Because the teacher wants me to.” 

3) Students don’t see how science relates to their everyday experiences or how 
their lived experiences can be used as resources to help them and others learn 
important science ideas. 

Source: http://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/

http://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/


Phenomena
Natural phenomena are observable events that occur in the universe and that we can 
use our science knowledge to explain or predict. The goal of building knowledge in 
science is to develop general ideas, based on evidence, that can explain and predict 
phenomena. 
https://www.ngssphenomena.com

Rainbow-  (Reflection/Refraction)

Oil on Water-(Density/ Molecules)

Screw Pump-   (Gravity, 
Forces, Simple 
Machines) 

https://www.ngssphenomena.com


Science and Engineering Practices
In the United States we are using the Next Generation Science Standards.  Students are expected to...

❖ Ask Questions and Define Problems
❖ Developing and Using Models
❖ Planning and Carrying out Investigations
❖ Analyzing and Interpreting Data
❖ Using Mathematics and Computation
❖ Constructing Explanations and Solutions
❖ Engaging in Argument from Evidence



■ Level 1-  Learn the science and engineering practices                                                          
Hook and First Episodes- These can be assigned by a character or 
leader role.  They might also be introduced through criteria and key 
questions.                                                                                                              
Example:  Mission to Mars-  Director assigned the practices to prepare for the mission.  

■ Level 2-  Engage in the practices through phenomena                                                           
Key Questions, Building Background, and Daily Rhythms                                               
Example:  Mission to Mars-  Astronaut training.  The students explored the phenomena of 
gravity, temperature, pressure, and radiation.

■ Level 3-  Apply the practices to solve a problem and build complex 
explanations. Make arguments from evidence.                                                                                             
Incidents and Culmination                                                                                                              
Example:  Mission to Mars-  Incident- Water Shortage-  Students engineered water 
purification systems and gathered evidence to make an argument for the most efficient 
design.

HOW?    



Key Question Scientific Practices
Can a storyline key question become an engineering design question?

Can an incident or key question spark student questioning and exploration?

Can a key question be answered through a scientific investigation?

Can data be collected that will answer a question?

Can evidence be gathered to make an argument for the best course of action in 
solving a problem?

Can students draw a conclusion based on evidence and communicate and 
defend their conclusion to others?



Essential Questions/ Key Questions
● Cannot be answered “yes” or “no”.
● “Hang” classroom activities on this question - continually refer back to it.
● Should be relevant/relatable for students.
● Will likely deepen our own ideas and require us to educate ourselves further.

What is life? 
Will we find life on 
Mars? 

Source: http://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/

http://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/


Anchoring Event   
A specific event that requires students to pull together a number of 
concepts to explain the phenomena. These events must be 
content-rich; cannot be copied from a textbook.

Why are the temperatures on Mars so extreme compared to 
earth?    Concepts: atmosphere, pressure, climate, weather, 
distance in space, gravity, magnetic fields

Incident Event:  Global Dust Storms on Mars, Loss of Electricity

Culminating Event: New colonists arrive and students must explain 
and justify their engineering design models.

Source: http://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/

http://ambitiousscienceteaching.org/


Mission to Mars   (All School Storyline)

Mars Narrative
Highland’s school-wide Storyline begins when a W.O.O.S.E Mars Robot kit is delivered to each classroom. Inside the box students find materials, robot 
assembly criteria, and a video link. The video is narrated by the W.O.O.S.E director who greets the students and continues with, “Brave colonists have gone 
before you to successfully set up dependable bases on the planet Mars. We are now able to welcome large groups of space pioneers to continue the 
colonization of Mars by creating small habitats on the planet. We are looking for the next generation of Martian colonists. I invite you to begin by designing, 
assembling and programing your new robot. Robot and mission commanders will assist in preparations for departure and Mars habitat planning. With bravery, 
ingenuity, and cooperation, your mission will surely be a success. Take good care of your robots.”
Students share their knowledge about robots and conduct simple research to deepen their understanding. They speculate about the abilities of a futuristic robot, 
create prototypes, and use the prototypes, and robot assembly directions, to create their robot. Students program their robots (iPad) with necessary information 
for the journey. The robot is given a name.
The robot’s on switch is activated and the robot comes to life. Speaking for the robot (TiR) and using process drama, the teacher leads the students as they 
share their knowledge of Mars, conduct simple research to find out more, explore the location for their building site, and create their Mars habs. Curious 
students question the robot about a variety of things.
Colonist character traits are explored and characters, as well as personal robots, are created by students. Colonists and personal robots are introduced.
In preparation for departure, the robot questions the colonists about the journey, what they know and what they want to know. With robot input, colonists 
prepare to journey to Mars. Colonists program their personal robots with favorite songs, stories, etc. from Earth. Colonists express sorrow at leaving Earth. The 
robot questions this emotion. What does this human feeling mean? Colonists explain.
The robot’s personality continues to develop as the colonists question the robot and interact with him/her.
The W.O.O.S.E. director leads the journey to Mars, and teachers impose process drama to define the experience. Students/robots ride in the hallway 
spaceship. The ship orbits Mars before landing and colonists view new habitats. Mission commanders record journey and colonists’/robots’ impressions.
Colonists describe the new land of Mars. Robots provide scientific facts. The robots and colonists explore daily life on Mars using drama strategies.
An incident occurs that provides the need for community organization. Robots question their value in the community, asking, “What are our rights?”. Robots 
gather to express their feelings, needs. Robot/colonists use drama strategies to set up their community structure.
Teachers/colonists impose additional incidents that flow throughout the remainder of the Storyline. Colonists work with robots and other habs/colonies to solve 
problems.
The W.O.O.S.E. director announces the arrival of new colonists. Colonists/robots prepare for their arrival. Using process drama, colonists review their journey 
and time on Mars, highlighting important events. Colonists use process drama to share their story and welcome the new arrivals. Colonists, robots, and new 
arrivals celebrate life on Mars.



Mission to Mars   (All School Storyline)

Global Dust Storm
(Electricity was shut 
off to our building)

Temperature
Atmosphere
Electricity

Global Dust Storms have 
knocked out our power and 
covered our solar panels with 
dust. Dust storms can last for 
months.
How will we create electricity 
during Martian dust storms?

Student’s try using alternate 
forms of energy and determine 
the best source of electricity. 
Students compare the 
efficiency of different fan 
blades.

Water Shortage
(Robot was showing 
critically low water 
levels in our holding 
tanks.)

States of 
Matter
Evaporation
Condensation

Water Levels are reaching 
critically low levels.  An ice 
deposit was found.  

How can we create drinkable 
water to survive on Mars?

Students harvest ice and 
create and compare designs 
for purifying water.  
Students also engineered 
robot devices to carry the ice 
back to their home.

A Microorganism is 
Found on Mars

Living/
Non-Living

A microorganism is found in 
the water tanks on Mars.  

What is living/non living? Do 
you think there is life on Mars?

Students participate in a 
classifying activity, observing 
living and non-living things.  A 
sample of a microorganism is 
compared to microorganisms 
found on earth to determine its 
origin.



Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch  

Mr. Grinling Rows out 
to the lighthouse.

Weather What does a lighthouse keeper 
do?

Why is it important for a 
lighthouse keeper to observe, 
study, and measure weather 
patterns over time?

Cloud study
Collect and interpret weather 
data such as; temperature, 
humidity, wind speed, and 
barometric pressure.
Look for patterns in weather 
and pressure systems.

Seagulls are 
attacking the 
lighthouse keeper’s 
lunch.

Forces and 
Motion

How can we keep the seagulls 
from getting the lighthouse 
keeper’s lunch?

Student develop possible 
solutions by making sketches, 
drawings, and physical models.

Communicate solutions with 
others in oral and/or written 
forms using models and/or 
drawings.

Narrative:  This Storyline 
is based on the book The 
Lighthouse Keeper’s 
Lunch by Ronda and 
David Armatage.  The 
students followed the 
story of Mr. Grinling and 
worked to become 
lighthouse keepers by the 
end of the story.

(Kindergarten Storyline)



Archimedes and the Door of Science   
(2/3 Storyline)

Students travel back in time to Ancient Greece.  Archimedes greets the children and introduces his paidagogos.  
(The classroom teachers are the paidagogos)
  He presents a challenge to the children..
 “The people of Greece do not understand my scientific thinking and principles or my scientific inventions. They 
praise only my weapons. My trusted paidagogos, I want you to continue, as you have done for many years, to 
educate the students in Greek studies and support them as they strive to become healthy, well-rounded citizens of 
Greece. 
Archimedes says to the children:
“I want you to become good thinkers and problem solvers.  I want you to understand my scientific principles and 
inventions.  And, most importantly, I want you to teach my science to the people of our land before the tides of 
war reach the shores of Syracuse.”
Students work as citizens of syracuse to become great thinkers and problems solvers.  They learn about 
Archimedes discoveries to prepare for a festival of knowledge.  This Storyline is based on the book,  Archimedes 
and the Door of Science by Jeanne Bendick



Crops are dying and 
people will go hungry
(Crops on the Frieze 
are wilted)

Simple 
Machines
Gravity

Goddess Demeter has withheld the 
rain.
How can we replicate Archimedes’ 
Screw Pump to pump water to the 
fields and save the crops?

Students engineer and 
test their own 
Archimedean screw 
pump and look for 
patterns in efficiency. 

King Heiro believes 
his ship the Syracusia 
won’t float
(Syracusia on Frieze)

Density
Buoyancy

Archimedes has discovered the 
density of liquids and principles of 
buoyancy.  Students must help him 
prove that the salt water is more 
dense and will help the ship float.
What does the hydrometer tell us 
about the density of salt water?

Students study the 
densities of liquids and 
build a hydrometer to 
prove that salt water is 
more dense and makes 
objects more buoyant.

King’s Crown
Bathtub
(Guest Skit)

Displacement
Density

The King believes that when his 
crown was made, that some of the 
gold was replaced with silver.  

Do you think the goldsmith replaced 
some of the crown with silver?

Students study water 
displacement. Objects 
that are of equal weight 
and similar material are 
placed in water to see 
how much water they 
displace.

Archimedes and the Door of Science (2/3 Storyline)



Winter Olympics 
(Schoolwide Storyline)

A local Olympian, arrives to speak to the students of Highland Elementary. He tells of his former days 
as a winter Olympic athlete.
“The Olympic Committee, of which I am a member, has aplan for a new type of Olympic event and this 
is what I have come to talk to all of you about. We have decided to create a Kid Olympics for kid 
athletes from around the world. We want to ask for your help. Would Highland students like to help the 
Olympic Committee create the very first Kid Olympics?”
“If you decide to accept the challenge, you will work together to set up a Kids Olympics in Bend and 
document a plan for the Olympic Committee.”
“Once the Kid Olympics are set up, I will send kidathletes from around the world to come to Bend to 
train and compete in the games. If your Kid Olympics plan is successful, it will be used as a model for 
The Kid Olympics in other communities.”
The Olympian thanks the Highland kids, and as he leaves he tells them that he will wait for their 
response.



Fog Delay
(Halls are filled with 
fog from fog 
machines.)

Evaporation
Condensation
Pressure
States of Matter

A fog delay has caused the 
Olympic Trials to be postponed.

What causes fog to form?

Students will 
experiment with 
creating fog and 
discover why fog 
forms.  Students will 
use their data to 
predict future weather 
problems.

Students are asked 
to design a new 
bobsled for their 
country.
(Letter arrives)

Gravity
Friction
Force
Aerodynamics

The students have been 
studying the science of sport to 
become better prepared 
athletes for the Olympics.

What variables  will you change 
to create a faster bobsled for 
the Olympics.

Students design a 
“new” bobsled.  It is 
tested and the results 
are analyzed.
Design changes are 
made based on results 
and patterns in the 
student’s data..

Winter Olympics       (All School Storyline)



Fairy Forest

Fairies are the 
protectors of the 
forest.

Erosion
Weather
Pollution

What could be causing the 
natural habitat to be changing?

What impact will this have on 
the future of the forest?

How can humans reduce their 
impacts on the land, water, air, 
and other living things?

Cause and Effect

Correlation between weather 
and erosion.
Human Impact  (Logging)
Natural Resources
Interdependence in 
Ecosystems

Fairy Realms- Water, 
Air, Earth, and Fire 
(Energy Cycle)

Cycles
Weather
Animal
Air 
Energy
Plant

How do things we do to live 
comfortably, affect the world 
around us?

How can we reduce their 
impacts on the land, water, air, 
and other living things?

How are cycles interrelated?

Compare natural life cycles to 
the Energy cycle.  People use 
energy in a straight line.  
Resources aren’t reused.

Plant- Animal Cycles
Food Cycles
Water Cycles



Riverkeepers
(Schoolwide Storyline)

In this Storyline, students become Riverkeepers who are stewards of the river.  Riverkeepers will:
1.     Create a healthy ecosystem (frieze) for their river region including:
Living Things:   Plants,   Animals
Non-Living Environment:  Soil,  Water,  Landforms
2.     Create a food chain, demonstrating the energy flow and interdependence of living and non-living things within the ecosystem.
3.     Deepen their understanding of the living and non-living things in their river region and learn about the natural processes that create and 
sustain rivers through Project Wet/Wild lessons (or other.)
(Classroom teachers will select lessons that complement the curricular focus in their region).
4.     Learn to appreciate the unique beauty of the Deschutes River.
5.     Respond to incidents that endanger the health of their river.
Solve problems and present solutions for their regions.
Learn ways to sustain the health of the river.
(There will be three all-school incidents plus three teacher-selected incidents, specific to river regions, that disturb the healthy balance.)
6.     Educate community members about the need for support of our river.
Focus areas for student-created exhibits:
a.  Healthy River
b. Threats
c. Sustainable Solutions



Guest Arrives

East Cascades 
Audubon society

Adaptations
Habitats
Migration 

What adaptations help birds 
survive on the Deschutes 
river?
What birds will we find in the 
canyon region of the river?

Students study bird 
adaptations and 
decide which birds 
would be best suited 
for survival in a 
particular habitat.

Upper Deschutes 
Watershed Council
(Articles)  (News)

Turbidity
Temperature
Silt Deposits
River Formations

What should the city do 
about the silt problem in 
mirror pond?

Silt experminent
Compare models 
over time. Talk to city 
managers. Write an 
opinion paper.
Students can also 
use data collected to 
write a proposal to 
the city.

Riverkeepers        (All School Storyline)



National Parks
(Schoolwide Storyline)

Park Ranger visits Highland School. She/he present challenge by saying that kids aren’t visiting National Parks anymore.  
Instead they’re going to Disney World, Six Flags, etc. The ranger shares with the student body the history of National 
Parks (via video) and challenges the students to study America’s National Parks, to learn about their history, beauty, etc. 
She/he asks that they create a replica of various national parks, along with tours, and host a NATIONAL PARK OPEN 
HOUSE EVENT in an effort to encourage families of Bend to visit a national park.  The ranger asks students if they would 
accept the challenge.  Teachers are given names of parks for their classes. The ranger also speaks about needed areas of 
expertise: geology, climate/seasons, plants, animals, unique features, and endangered species. The ranger may also give each 
park two frequently asked questions for each park. Classes can use these questions to develop science inquiry investigations 
for visitors.



The Rocks at Bryce 
Canyon are breaking 
down more rapidly 
than in decades past
(News Article)

Erosion
PH
Weather

What natural processes 
would make rocks 
break down at a faster 
rate?

Chalk placed in 
vinegar over time.  
Students design a test 
for other 
substances/factors 
that might break down 
the chalk more 
rapidly.
Students can also do 
Ph testing.
Erosion experiments 
with freezing and 
thawing ice and water 
through soil.

Legend says they 
were once people 
frozen into stone by 
a coyote.
(Read a legend)

Earth Materials
Erosion
Weathering
Frost Wedging

What kind of rocks 
create the hoodoos in 
Bryce Canyon National 
Park?

Students study the 
three types of rock 
formations to 
determine what type 
of rock forms the 
hoodoos of Bryce 
Canyon.
Scratch Test.

National Parks     (All School Storyline)



Detective Agency
(Combined ⅔ and ⅘ Storyline)

Kristy Herring and Agatha Red call a meeting to announce that 
two new detective agencies will be opening in Bend.  There have 
been a lot of small crimes breaking out in Bend.  The two 
detectives moved to Bend  to start the North and South Branches.  
They are looking for people to help build the two agencies.  
Eventually they will also be taking applications for those who 
want to be trained to become detectives. 



House was 
Vandalized

Paint Splatters
Pumpkin Splatter
Egg Splatter

Trajectory
Force
Ph

One of the three neighbor children 
are responsible for the Vandalism.  
Someone saw them running back 
into their house.  The children are 
different heights.  The children play 
different sports.

Which style of throw matches the 
child’s trajectory?
Which child’s shoe sample matches 
the PH of the apples?
 Who is responsible for the 
vandalism?

Student study how drop 
height affects paint 
splatter and analyze 
and measure the 
splatter of the pumpkin 
and eggs.  Decide 
which “athlete’s” throw 
might have matched the 
trajectory of objects..
Students also tested the 
Ph of the substances on 
the suspects shoes to 
match them to an apple 
tree at the crime scene.

Dognapper has taken 
a dog and left a note 
behind.

Matter There have been multiple stolen 
dogs within a 2 mile radius.  

What evidence will help us catch the 
missing dog thief? 

Students study 
footprints and 
handwriting.  Suspects 
are called in for 
questioning and the 
students collect fibers to 
analyze under the 
microscope.  Student’s 
matched the fibers to 
those at the crime 
scene and  the missing 
dog.

Detective Agency   (2/3  and 4/5  Storyline)



Links to related worksheets.

Mars Archimedes Lighthouse 
Keeper’s 
Lunch

Winter 
Olympics

Fairy Forest River 
Keepers

National 
Parks

Detective 
Agency

Survival 
Manual K-2

Survival 
Manual 3-5

Screw Pump

Hydrometer

King’s 
Crown

Lighthouse 
Keeper’s 
Lunch
By
Ronda and 
David Armitage

Fog Science

Bobsleigh

You are the 
Earth  
by David 
Suzuki and
Kathy 
Vanderlinden

Bird 
Adaptations

River Silt

Chalk 
Science

Erosion 
Experiment

Ph Testing

Pumpkin 
Projectiles

Splatter 
Analysis

Resources

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hi-_0epGTw4o_bfTZX-7IU_yQiErOYRg/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hi-_0epGTw4o_bfTZX-7IU_yQiErOYRg/view
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0BybZwcwdtOokM2NyMmFrUWhzN1U
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0BybZwcwdtOokM2NyMmFrUWhzN1U
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLa0dFR3hld3N1UE0&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLekRhODgydXZBTkE&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLMnRHNUJOR1A3Ync&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLMnRHNUJOR1A3Ync&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLSDFHaTk3elJEV2c&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLa2k2V0Zyd2I0S2M&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLNnc0aUVWMHBWOVU&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLNnc0aUVWMHBWOVU&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLelB1dkNzZ0pZOEk&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLVkVkRmpsdE1VMms&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLVkVkRmpsdE1VMms&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLRVpyVHZBc0dubWM&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLRVpyVHZBc0dubWM&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLa3A1dnFQM3ZPY0U&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLazNvZUkzQWpNTmc&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLazNvZUkzQWpNTmc&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLQk1mZjc3VmVucnc&authuser=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B040ZLA0LwhLQk1mZjc3VmVucnc&authuser=0


http://www.kbs.msu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/NGSS-Interactive-Read-Alouds.pdf

Hesse, K. (1999). Come on rain.
"Come on, Rain!" Tess pleads to the sky as listless vines and parched plants droop in the endless heat. Then the clouds roll in, 
and the rain pours. And Tess, her friends, and their Mamas join in a rain dance to celebrate the shower that renews both body 
and spirit 

Cannon, J. (1993). Stellaluna.
A fruit bat is separated from her mother and has to survive with a family of birds, mimicking the behavior of this different species. 

Tompert, A. (1996). Just a little bit.
When an elephant and a mouse try to play on a seesaw, they need help from a vast number of animal friends to balance the 
scales. 

Use a sequence of lessons and ideas to answer a question.
http://www.nextgenstorylines.org

Developing Scientific Questioning Through Story

http://www.kbs.msu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/NGSS-Interactive-Read-Alouds.pdf
http://www.nextgenstorylines.org




In this story, a baby bat separated from her mother is 
raised by a mother bird, on the condition that she acts as 
birds do: sleep at night, don't hang upside down, and eat 
worms and insects. Though she doesn't like behaving in 
this way, Stellaluna agrees and tries to prove she fits in 
with the birds. When she meets a group of bats one day, 
Stellaluna is reunited with her mother, who teaches her 
how bats are supposed to behave. Stellaluna tries to show 
her bird friends how to be bats, but realizes that they are 
better at just being birds, much as she is better at being a 
bat. Despite their differences, Stellaluna and the baby 
birds remain great friends.



Elephant and Mouse try to balance a seesaw 
in the park, with obvious results. Along comes 
a giraffe, zebra, lion, bear, crocodile, 
mongoose, monkey and ostrich. One by one 
they climb onto Mouse's side of the seesaw, 
“grunting and groaning and grimacing” as 
they push down as hard as they can in an 
attempt to get Elephant off the ground. Just 
as they're about to give up, a small brown 
beetle flies down from the sky and perches 
atop Mouse's nose, adding the needed 
weight to move that seesaw. ``Every little bit 
helps!'' declares Elephant as a crowd of 
animal spectators cheers.


